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Climate aﬀects wood formation with consequences for the functioning and survival of trees. Since tree-rings
tissues (i.e., earlywood and latewood) are formed at diﬀerent time in the season, the impact of climate change
might diﬀerently aﬀect their functions.
In this study, we combine quantitative tracheid anatomy with the Vaganov-Shashkin growth model (VSmodel) to investigate how summer drought aﬀected the annual ring structure of Pinus sylvestris L. from a foreststeppe zone in Southern Siberia. In particular, we used climate-growth relationships over a 50-year period to
identify the timing of climatic signal of early-, transition-, and late-wood tracheid’s diameters (DEW, DTW and
DLW). Corresponding daily growth rates (Gr) obtained by the VS-model were applied to calculate the changes in
the width of the relative tree-ring sectors considering diﬀerent levels of aridity.
Results indicate that tracheid size is sensitive to drought with temporal shifts among the climatic signal of
DEW (in May), DTW (June) and DLW (July). A comparison of modeled daily-growth rate cumulated over the
climatic window of each ring sector and grouped by years with diﬀerent level of aridity, indicated that a release
of summer drought mostly aﬀected the widths of the transition (+28.1%) and (+48.6%) latewood sectors, thus
matching observations performed on the same cores.
These results suggest that current changes in climate seasonality, as occurring in the selected area, are positively impacting both the hydraulic eﬃciency (by increasing the diameter of the earlywood cells) and the
latewood width of the wood produced in the area.

1. Introduction
While growing, trees ﬁx a signiﬁcant fraction of atmospheric carbon
into their wood (Dixon et al., 1994; Lal, 2008), providing an important
service in regulating the global carbon cycle. However, trees development is severely aﬀected by climate conditions, which in turn aﬀects
their growth and survival with major consequences to their contribution as “carbon sinker” (Frank et al., 2015; Zhao and Running, 2010)
and on the functioning of forest ecosystems. So for example, when facing drought, trees reduce transpiration to protect their tissues from
extensive water loss and avoid hydraulic failures (Irvine et al., 1998).
These physiological responses however aﬀect the capacity to photoassimilate atmospheric carbon and the turgor pressure of the growing
cell which modify the amount, the structure (Fonti et al., 2010; Steppe
et al., 2015), and the functioning (e.g., hydraulic eﬃciency and safety,
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mechanical support and storage of water and reserves) of the forming
tree ring, representing an important legacy for future tree performance
(e.g., biomass production and resilience capacity; Anderegg et al., 2015;
Hereş et al., 2014).
Tree-ring formation and structure results from a complex process of
consecutive forming cells undergoing diﬀerent phases of development
(Rathgeber et al., 2016) which are continuously modulated by external
and internal factors (Dengler, 2001; Hsiao and Acevedo, 1974; Růžička
et al., 2015). The resulting tree-ring width and structure are highly
dependent on the timing and magnitude of the climatic factor occurring
during or prior the cell developmental phases as cell division, expansion
and wall thickening (e.g., Castagneri et al., 2017; Björklund et al., 2017;
Rathgeber, 2017). Xylem cells traits as cell size, wall thickness and wall
to lumen ratio thus can reﬂect diﬀerent detailed seasonal information
depending on their position in the ring (Cuny et al., 2014; Olano et al.,
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period 1935–2013), the area is characterized by dry continental climate
conditions, with a mean annual temperature of 1.1 °C and annual precipitation of 328 mm (Fig. 1B). Precipitation mainly occurs in summer
with a maximum in July, while mean daily temperature above 5 °C are
from April to October and ﬁrst early frosts usually happen in November.
A trend analysis of the climatic data has revealed that during the period
1935–2013 the mean annual temperature and precipitation have increased at a rate of 0.31 °C and 14.25 mm per decade, mainly caused by
winter (December–February) warming and by an increased summer
(June–August) wetting.
The vegetation at the sampling site is mainly composed by an open
mixed forest stand of P. sylvestris and Betula pendula (Roth) growing
within a matrix of shrubs and grasses (e.g., Cotoneaster melanocarpus
(Bunge) Loudon, Caragana arborescens Lam., Spiraea chamaedryfolia L.;
Babushkina et al., 2015). The soils are sandy and covered by a humus
layer of 10–15 cm (Agroclimatic Resources of Krasnoyarsk Krai and
Tuva, 1974).

2012) and be used to identify the main factors controlling tree growth
or to reconstruct past climatic conditions (Eckstein, 2004; Fonti and
Jansen, 2012; Vaganov, 1990).
However, ongoing climate change may have diverse impacts on the
diﬀerent tree-ring sectors (and functions) depending on the seasonality
of its changes (e.g., Oladi et al., 2017). Conifer tree-rings have a universal structure characterized by large thin-walled tracheid formed at
the beginning of the growing season (in the earlywood) which progressively become smaller and thicker in the second part of the season
(in the latewood). Since this diﬀerent cell structure serves diverse
functions – more oriented toward an eﬃcient sap transport in the
earlywood and toward mechanical stability in the latewood – an alteration of the climate seasonality might engenders an unbalance of the
xylem functions.
Understanding which climatic factor aﬀects which tree-ring sector is
thus important to assess the impact of changing climatic seasonality on
the tree-ring structure and functioning. Easy methods to assess these
impacts are however still missing. Although monitoring cambial activity is an important way to provide crucial information about how the
environment controls intra-annual tree growth (e.g., Camarero et al.,
2010; Cocozza et al., 2016; Rossi et al., 2006), long-term studies (with
more than 5–10 years of observations) are usually lacking. Similarly,
quantitative wood anatomy can retrospectively provide impact on the
cell structure (Carrer et al., 2017; Castagneri et al., 2017), however
these studies are still time-consuming and usually limited in time and
space (Fonti et al., 2010) and miss to quantify the impacts on number of
cells per sector (sector width).
Process-based growth models are an eﬃcient tool to understand and
up-scale tree growth response to several environmental conditions
(Sass-Klaassen et al., 2016). Speciﬁcally, the Vaganov-Shashkin model
(VS-model, Vaganov et al., 2006), due to its design that allow to calculate daily tree-ring growth rates under given daily climatic conditions
as temperature and soil moisture (see Anchukaitis et al., 2006; Evans
et al., 2006; Vaganov et al., 2006 for a model description and application), might be of additional help to assess the impact of changing
climatic seasonality on the diﬀerent ring sectors.
In this work, we combine wood cell climatic signal with VS-model
output on growth rates to infer how changes in seasonality aﬀect the
intra-annual tree-ring growth, with speciﬁc focus on the diﬀerent treering sectors (EW = earlywood, TW = transition wood, and
LW = latewood) and their anatomical properties. Speciﬁcally, we focused on a widely studied species (i.e.; Pinus sylvestris L.) that inhabits a
wide diversity of environments from southern Spain to northeast Asia
(Nikolov and Helmisaari, 1992), and which is growing in a dry continental forest-steppe zone in Southern Siberia currently characterized
by increasing summer precipitations (Anisimov et al., 2008). In particular we aimed at (i) collecting and using tree-ring width data from 20
trees over the period 1940–2013 to calibrate the VS-model to the selected site and species; (ii) collecting cell anatomical data for a subsample of 5 trees over the period 1964–2013 to build tracheidogram to
identify the time of climatic sensitivity of the tracheid diameter in each
ring sector (EW, TW and LW); and (iii) applying the model to assess
how cumulated daily growth over these timing is diﬀerently aﬀecting
the ring width of these tree-ring sectors under changing level of summer
drought. These last results have then been compared with measurements of the sector widths to validate model output with observations.

2.2. Wood sampling and tree-ring dating
Twenty dominant or codominant P. sylvestris trees were sampled in
August 2014. Two 5-mm diameter wood cores were taken at stem
breast height of each tree using a Pressler increment borer. Cores were
labeled and taken to the laboratory where they were air-dried, glued to
wood supports and manually polished with progressively ﬁner sandpaper until the xylem cellular structure was clearly visible under
magniﬁcation.
After visual cross-dating, tree-ring width (RW) were measured to
the nearest 0.001 mm by using a LINTAB-5 sliding stage micrometer
interfaced with the specialized software TSAP Win (RINNTECH,
Heidelberg, Germany). Cross-dating accuracy was checked using the
software COFECHA (Grissino-Mayer, 2001).
2.3. Measuring anatomical features
Xylem anatomical traits were measured on micro-sections from a
subsample of ﬁve trees (one core per tree, average correlation to the
mean chronology r = 0.86) for a period of 50 years (1964–2013).
Permanent histological preparations were processed according to
(Schweingruber and Poschlod, 2005). Cross-sections thinner than
20 μm were cut with a sledge microtome (Microm HM 430, Thermo
Fisher Scientiﬁc, USA) and stained with Alcian blue (1% solution in
acetic acid) and safranin (1% solution in ethanol) to distinguish unligniﬁed cells (blue) and ligniﬁed cells (red).
Thin-sections were dehydrated using solutions with increasing
ethanol concentrations, washed with xylol, and permanently preserved
into Canada balsam. Images were captured with a digital camera
(AXIOCam MRc5, Zeiss Germany) mounted on an optical microscope
(Axio Imager D1, Zeiss, Germany) with a 200× magniﬁcation (see
Fig. 2). Tracheid anatomical measurements – speciﬁcally the tracheid
lumen diameter (LRD), the tracheid wall thickness (CWT) and the derived tracheids radial diameter (D = LRD + 2CWT) – were performed
along the radial axis of ﬁve radial ﬁles per ring using the Lineyka 2.01
software (Silkin, 2010, see also Fig. S.1).
Cell measurements along the radial ﬁle of the same ring have been
ﬁrst normalized to the mean number of cells and averaged to obtain a
tracheidogram of the ring (Vaganov, 1990) using the ProcessorKR
software (Silkin, 2010). The tracheidograms of D and CWT have been
used to determine the radial cell diameter of the largest earlywood
tracheid (DEW), the largest tracheid in the transition wood (DTW), and
of the tracheid displaying the largest cell wall thickness in the latewood
(DLW) (Table 1, Fig. 2).

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Study area
The study has been performed on wood material collected from a
forest-steppe zone in Southern Siberia near the village of Malaya
Minusa (Krasnoyarsk Krai, Russia, 53°43′N, 91°47′E, 300 m asl;
Fig. 1A). According to the climatic data from the Minusinsk weather
station (at 25 km from sampling site, 53°70′N, 91°70′E, 254 m asl,

2.4. Climate-growth relationship
Climate-growth relationships were performed to identify the
2
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Fig. 1. Site location and climate. (A) Location of the study site (black star) within the map of the Russian Federation and, (B) climatic diagram for the nearby located climate station of
Minusinsk. The diagram shows the monthly averages for the full data coverage (1935–2013, n = 79) and separated for the early (1935–1954, n = 20) and recent (1994–2013, n = 20)
period. Bars show monthly precipitation and lines indicates monthly mean temperature (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.).

climatic signal encoded into the tree-ring width (RW) and the diameter
of the tracheid of the three zones within the ring (DEW, DTW, DLW).
Individual tree-ring time series were detrended using a 32-years spline
function with a 50% frequency using the ARSTAN software (Cook and
Holmes, 1996) to remove low-medium frequency information (Cook
and Peters, 1981). Xylem traits chronologies (RW, DEW, DTW, DLW) were
ﬁnally obtained by averaging the time-series.
The climatic signals have been assessed by calculating Pearson’s
correlations between the chronologies of the selected tree-ring traits
and the temperature (T), precipitation (P), and standardized precipitation-evapotranspiration index (SPEI, time-scale of 1 months;
Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010). The correlations have been performed
using daily climatic data from the weather station of Minusinsk for the
50-years period (1964–2013) corresponding to the xylem anatomical
measurements, with both a monthly resolution (from previous year
September to September of the current year) and additionally with an
11-days moving window to ensure that climatic signal of fast forming
tracheids (e.g. earlywood cells) is captured. Additionally, to assess the
stability of the climatic signal over time for the most relevant months
were re-assessed by separating two 25-year periods, i.e., for the early
time (1964–1988) and for the more recent time (1989–2013).

Table 1
Overview of the tree-ring traits analyzed in this work.
Anatomical trait

Acronym

Unit

Tree-ring width
Lumen radial diameter
Cell wall thickness
Tracheid radial diameter
Maximum cell radial diameter in the earlywood
Maximum cell radial diameter in the transition wood
Radial diameter of the latewood cell with maximum wall
thickness

RW
LRD
CWT
D
DEW
DTW
DLW

μm
μm
μm
μm
μm
μm
μm

the achievable growth proportion given the temperature and soil
moisture conditions occurring at every day of the year. The daily treering growth corresponds to the Gr of the most limiting factor (temperature or soil moisture) weighted by the available day length (photoperiod) for the given day at the site location. The sum of all Gr of the
year is thus a good estimate of the ring-width chronology index for that
speciﬁc year.
The VS-oscilloscope (Shishov et al., 2016) – a user friendly interface
to interact with the model – has been used to calibrate, verify and run
the model. Model calibration and veriﬁcation have been performed by
comparing the modeled annual ring-width estimates with the detrended
tree-ring chronology of the 20 sampled trees. Calibration was performed for the years 1940–1989 and the veriﬁcation on the subsequent
years 1990–2013. Daily temperature and precipitation data from Minusinsk were used as model input.
The timing of the signiﬁcant (P < 0.05) response to precipitation
along the moving window of each intra-annual traits (DEW, DTW and

2.5. Modeling daily tree-growth and estimating intra-ring widths
The Vaganov-Shashkin model (Vaganov et al., 2006) has been used
to estimate the daily growth rates (Gr) for each day over a 74-years
period (1940–2013, extending the period with xylem traits measurements to increase the number of years with modeled growth rates). This
model makes use of two pre-deﬁned growth-limiting functions to assess

Fig. 2. Schema of a Pinus sylvestris xylem cross-section indicating the determination of the parameters DEW, DTW, DLW
and CWTm. Solid line shows the tracheidogram of the cell
diameter. Dashed line shows the tracheidogram of the cell
wall thickness. Vertical dashed blue lines border the 2010 tree
ring; dashed black lines delimit the earlywood, transition
wood, and latewood zones within the 2010 annual ring.
Transition wood was deﬁned considering the development of
the tracheid diameter and wall thickness along the annual ring
radial direction. The transition wood initiates when the wall
thickness gets larger than the tracheid lumen diameter and it
ends when cell wall thickness start to level oﬀ (at CWTm position). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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r = 0.45 on July 21st for DLW in the latewood.
The comparison of the signal between the two 25-years sub-period
indicated a general decrease in the strength of the May-June climatic
signal of the recent time (1989–2013) compared to the earlier time
(1964–1988) (Table 3). An increase of signal strength of precipitation
and SPEI in August (DTW) was also observed.

DLW) has been used to assign the Gr relative to the intra-annual ring
zone (i.e., the earlywood, latewood and transition wood) and to estimates how drought releases aﬀects their relative proportions. Daily Gr
and cumulative Gr for each tree-ring zone have then been calculated
with the calibrated model using the average daily temperature and
precipitation data over the full period (1940–2013). Additionally, we
ranked the years from 1940 to 2013 according to their growing season
aridity index (based on the SPEI index values from May to September)
and grouped in three aridity groups. The 25 years with largest SPEI
were assigned to the Wet group, the 25 years with lowest SPEI in the
Dry group, and the 24 remaining years into the Medium aridity group.
The variations in cumulative Gr have been estimated as absolute value
and as percentage relative to the Dry group. For model validation, we
calculated earlywood (EW) and latewood (LW) widths from the tracheidograms for the period 1964–2013, to analyze the variation in EW
and LW widths in the three levels of aridity according to the SPEI index.

3.2. Model simulations and impact of aridity on cumulative intra-ring
growth rates
The correlation between calibration and veriﬁcation periods of the
VS-model with the indexed tree-ring chronology of the site was highly
signiﬁcant (P < 0.001, Fig. S.2; the calibrated model parameters applied are listed in Table S.2). The correlation in the calibration period
(1940–1988) was r = 0.57 with a Gleichläuﬁgkeit (glk, i.e.; the coefﬁcient of synchrony between two time series, see e.g.; Beck et al.
(2013)) of 68.0%, while for the veriﬁcation period (1989–2013) the
correlation was r = 0.66 with a glk of 83.3%. For the full period
(1940–2013) we obtained an r = 0.58 and 74.3% glk.
According to growth simulations performed for every year over the
full available period (1940–2013), growing season length averaged
131 ± 11 days (mean ± SD), starting on May 17th (DOY 137 ± 9)
and ending on September 26th (DOY 269 ± 7), with growth usually
peaking on May 21st (DOY 141). Model simulation also indicated that
growth is generally limited by temperature at the beginning and the end
of the growing season (from autumn to mid-spring) and by soil moisture
from late spring (DOY 115) to late summer (DOY 228) (Fig. 4).
When comparing the timing of the signiﬁcant precipitation signals
from the cell diameters of the diﬀerent ring sectors (DEW, DTW and DLW)
with the simulated growth rate curve (Gr), we observed that most of the
growing season is not covered by their climatic signal (indicated as
“Rest”; DOY 212–279; Fig. 4). The calculations of the cumulative
growth rates grouped by years with diﬀerent level of aridity (Fig. 5 and
Table 4) indicated that a release of drought principally aﬀected the
width of the latewood. When comparing the sector widths between the
Wet and the Dry group, we obtained a relative change of cumulated Gr
of 8.5%, 28.1%, and 48.6% over the timing of the signiﬁcant climatic
signal of DEW, DTW and DLW, respectively. It has to be noted that model
simulations also indicated a large increases (+40.4%) of the cumulative Gr for the part of the growing season not covered by climatic signal
(Rest). These model results comparison between the sector widths of
the dry and wet group matched well with EW and LW widths derived by
the tracheidogram, whereby EW and LW has been observed to increase
by 21.5% and 41.3%, respectively (Table 4).

3. Results
3.1. Tree-ring chronologies and responses to climate
Ring width (RW) was analyzed in 20 trees aging between 77 and
115 years. The RW residual chronology showed a high common (interseries correlation Rbt = 0.56, Expressed population signal EPS = 0.84)
and sensitive (mean sensitivity MS = 0.29) signal. The ﬁrst order autocorrelation was 0.29. Ring-width chronology was signiﬁcantly correlated with the cell anatomical traits chronologies (r = 0.4–0.67;
P < 0.01, see Table S.1).
Pearson’s correlation revealed strong links between the tree-ring
chronologies (RW, DEW, DTW and DLW) and the climatic parameters
(Table 2). These robust correlations indicate strong growth sensitivities
to late spring and summer drought, when all the parameters showed
both signiﬁcant positive responses to precipitation and negative to
temperature. A positive signal to precipitations also emerged for previous year November. Despite this strong general pattern, results also
indicated a temporal shift of about two months in the timing of the
climatic responses of the cell diameter while moving along the annual
ring (Fig. 3). The signal of the largest earlywood tracheid (DEW) mainly
occurred between May and June (signiﬁcant at P < 0.05 for DOY from
133 to 163) while for DLW the response was mainly centered in July
(DOY from 187 to 2011). These timings were almost not overlapping
each other while the climatic signal of RW extended from DOY 127 to
196, thus extending over the timing of the climatic signal of the cell
diameters. The maximal strength of the climatic signal was slightly
reduced along the tree ring, i.e., changing from r = 0.52 on June 03rd
for DEW, to r = 0.47 on June 24th for DTW in the transition wood, to

Table 2
Pearson’s correlations between the tree-ring chronologies and the mean monthly climatic parameters (P = precipitation; T = temperature; SPEI index with a 1 month time-scale) for the
period 1964–2013. Uppercase letters refers to previous year and lowercase letters to current year. T and P data are from the meteorological station of Minusinsk (53°70′N, 91°70′E), SPEI
data is available at http://spei.csic.es/database.html.
SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

jan

feb

mar

apr

may

jun

jul

aug

sep

P

RW
DEW
DTW
DLW

0.26
0.17
0.30
0.10

0.17
−0.03
−0.07
0.19

0.56
0.44
0.29
0.44

0.02
0.12
0.26
0.01

0.26
0.08
−0.03
0.07

0.31
0.05
0.00
0.46

−0.06
0.00
0.02
−0.02

0.11
0.18
0.02
0.35

0.62
0.45
−0.02
0.30

0.23
0.25
0.51
0.13

0.25
0.18
0.29
0.51

−0.14
−0.19
−0.17
0.01

−0.25
−0.02
0.13
−0.07

T

RW
DEW
DTW
DLW

−0.23
−0.27
−0.06
−0.05

−0.03
0.01
0.06
0.03

−0.15
−0.20
0.05
−0.05

−0.18
−0.07
−0.16
−0.20

0.07
0.09
−0.08
0.18

0.18
0.25
0.17
0.00

−0.14
0.03
−0.03
−0.18

0.06
0.04
−0.03
−0.04

−0.32
−0.16
−0.07
−0.26

−0.21
−0.42
−0.17
−0.13

−0.36
−0.24
−0.39
−0.44

−0.27
−0.08
−0.15
−0.25

0.07
−0.10
−0.14
−0.18

SPEI (1 month)

RW
DEW
DTW
DLW

−0.22
0.07
0.09
−0.03

−0.05
−0.11
−0.04
−0.05

−0.13
−0.11
−0.11
−0.22

−0.18
−0.16
−0.08
−0.07

0.22
0.08
−0.08
0.06

0.21
0.10
−0.07
0.26

0.03
0.00
−0.05
−0.01

0.03
0.10
−0.08
0.21

0.54
0.38
−0.04
0.22

0.28
0.34
0.59
0.23

0.25
0.14
0.33
0.54

−0.08
−0.09
−0.16
−0.08

−0.24
0.05
0.11
−0.02

Coeﬃcients in bold are signiﬁcant at P < 0.001, underlined coeﬃcients are signiﬁcant at P < 0.01 and coeﬃcients in italic are signiﬁcant at P < 0.05.
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timing and intensity of the water deﬁcit constraining xylogenesis varied
among the analyzed traits (DEW, DTW and DLW). Tracheid climatic signals were weaker than for the ring width (RW) and with a dampening
for the tracheids positioned later in the ring. However, since their signal
displayed a temporal delay, their composite signal well covered most of
the growing season (from May to July). These shifts in the climatic
signal are in accordance with previous xylogenesis studies on P. sylvestris growing in forest-steppe (Antonova and Stasova, 1993, 2015).
The relations between tracheid size and water availability has been
reported in a previous study conducted in similar dry environments and
explained as the results of water availability constrains on the cell
turgor pressure necessary for tracheid expansion (Eilmann et al., 2011;
Oberhuber et al., 2014). A similar mechanism can also explain the
observed positive eﬀect of previous year November precipitation on
tracheid size, which not only provide a layer of snow that protect from
frost damages during the winter (Babushkina et al., 2015) but also represents an important source of additional water supply in the following spring, when growth resumes. The release of signal strength
observed when comparing the two periods (early time 1964–1988
versus recent time 1989–2013) support the control of water availability
on growth, but it particularly also evidences the importance of occurring changes in seasonality (speciﬁcally in amount of summer precipitation) for Pinus sylvestris growth in such a dry environment. The
climatic trends observed over the 79 years period (1935–2013), quantiﬁable as a signiﬁcant increase (slope signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from 0, ttest, P < 0.05) of 33.15 mm in the last two decades (+9.6% in total),
represented an ideal opportunity to investigate the sensitivity of the VSmodel to capture the intra-annual change in tree growth.
Indeed, the VS-model simulations conﬁrmed the important role of
water availability on daily tree growth, with water availability being
the most limiting growth factor from ∼115 DOY to ∼228 DOY, i.e., for
∼77% of the growing season length of the average (1940–2013) climatic year. The model simulations also displayed a growth limitation
induced by temperature for the beginning and the end of the growing
season. It thus conﬁrms that late spring and early summer temperatures
are critical for the onset of tree growth (Vaganov et al., 1999) since
warm is provided for both the onset of cambial activity and snow
melting (Kirdyanov et al., 2003).
The combination of the approaches (Quantitative wood anatomy
and VS-modeling) applied to a gradient of aridity revealed valuable
insights into the eﬀect of changing seasonality on both the phenology
and intra-annual rate of growth that matched with observations. In this
context, many studies have already established that onset of cambial
activity requires a minimal air temperature (Vaganov et al., 1999; Rossi
et al., 2008), and that enough soil moisture is required to maintain the
process active (Kramer, 1964). It would be therefore expected that
temperature prior to xylogenesis (February) may promote an earlier
onset of growth and larger growth rings, while a reduction in summer
precipitation and increased temperature (late June and July) may lead
to an increase in transpiration (Babushkina et al., 2015) and a reduced
turgor pressure that eventually induces the formation of smaller and
thicker latewood-like cells. The tree-growth simulation among the years
grouped by aridity level revealed that the temperature limitation at the
beginning and the end of the growing season only slightly modiﬁed the
timing and amount of growth. This low impact is conﬁrmed by the
absence of positive temperature signal in late spring. In contrast, the
control of water availability on modeled growth became evident when
comparing the level of the intra-annual growth rates among the aridity
groups (Dry, Medium and Wet). The release of summer drought mainly
fostered the transition wood and latewood zones by increasing their
widths by 28 and 48%, respectively. These results are coinciding with
positive growth response to May-June precipitation previously observed on P. sylvestris (Babushkina et al., 2015; Shah et al., 2015) as
well with measurements performed on the collected cores, with an
observed latewood growth increase from Dry to Wet years of 41% in
comparison with 21% of increase in the earlywood. The responses are

Fig. 3. Moving correlations (11-days window) between tree-ring width (RW) and tracheid
diameter in the earlywood (DEW), transition wood (DTW) and latewood (DLW) with the
April–September temperature and precipitation over the period 1964–2013. Blue color
represents precipitation and red is for temperature. Lines indicate signiﬁcant correlation
threshold for (dashed line at P < 0.05 and dotted line for P < 0.01; n = 50). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

4. Discussion
The combination of quantitative wood anatomy with the VS-growth
modeling allowed us to disclose the inﬂuence of climate on the intraannual tree-ring traits of Pinus sylvestris growing in a drought-prone site
in Southern Siberia.
With the use of quantitative wood anatomy we could conﬁrm
that, within this environment, water availability was the factor most
limiting growth during ring formation (e.g., Antonova and Stasova,
1993; Fonti and Babushkina, 2016). Despite the clear signature of SPEI
on all the ring properties (both ring widths and tracheid size), the
5
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Table 3
Pearson’s correlations between the tree-ring chronologies and the mean monthly climatic parameters (P = precipitation; T = temperature; SPEI index with a 1-month time-scale)
separated into two periods (early time 1964–1988, and recent time 1989–2013). Correlations only include the current year growing season, i.e. the months from May to August.
1964–1988

1989–2013

may

jun

jul

aug

may

jun

jul

aug

P

RW
DEW
DTW
DLW

0.75
0.51
0.12
0.58

0.27
0.24
0.35
0.12

0.34
0.36
0.33
0.51

0.14
–
0.32
0.01

0.52
0.45
−0.08
0.06

0.22
0.25
0.59
0.38

0.10
−0.20
0.26
−0.31

−0.40
–
−0.58
−0.21

T

RW
DEW
DTW
DLW

−0.44
−0.51
−0.30
−0.45

−0.12
−0.39
−0.41
−0.20

−0.36
−0.27
−0.50
−0.47

−0.29
–
−0.29
−0.20

−0.26
0.15
−0.04
−0.39

−0.30
−0.46
−0.01
−0.47

−0.38
−0.22
−0.43
0.22

−0.26
–
−0.13
0.36

SPEI

RW
DEW
DTW
DLW

0.73
0.52
0.16
0.57

0.32
0.30
0.38
0.18

0.42
0.40
0.33
0.56

0.11
–
0.36
−0.04

0.40
0.27
−0.12
−0.06

0.27
0.41
0.74
0.31

0.05
−0.23
0.33
0.53

−0.26
–
−0.57
−0.10

Highly signiﬁcant correlations (P < 0.01) are written in bold; signiﬁcant correlations (P < 0.05) are underlined.

Fig. 5. Daily growth rates generated by the VS-model considering the average climatic
data of the years grouped by growing season aridity index (i.e., Dry, Medium and Wet,
Table 4). Horizontal colored bars indicate periods in which temperature (red) or soil
moisture (blue) most limit growth. Vertical segments represent period in which the
anatomical traits correlate signiﬁcantly (P < 0.05) with precipitation (Fig. 3), i.e.; between DOY 133–163, DOY 160–196 and DOY 187–194 for DEW, DTW, and DLW, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Daily growth rates generated by the VS-model considering the average climatic
data over the period 1940–2013. Horizontal colored bars indicate periods in which
temperature (red) or soil moisture (blue) most limit growth. Vertical segments represent
the period in which the anatomical traits correlate signiﬁcantly (P < 0.05) with the
precipitation, i.e.; between DOY 133–163, DOY 160–196 and DOY 187–194 for DEW, DTW,
and DLW, respectively (Fig. 3). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

thus revealing the important constraint of summer drought particularly
on the second part of the growth ring, which are consistent with previous ﬁndings by Eilmann et al. (2010, 2011) performed for the same
species on an irrigation experimental site in a dry inner alpine valley in
Switzerland. Indeed, it is known that drought induces stomata closure
in P. sylvestris (Irvine et al., 1998; Martínez-Vilalta et al., 2009), thus
consequently reduces photosynthetic rates, carbon supply, and growth
(McDowell, 2011; Olano et al., 2014).
Since conifer tree-rings are characterized by two distinguished
sectors (earlywood and latewood) providing diﬀerent primary functions, i.e., water transport in the earlywood and mechanical stability in
the latewood (Hacke et al., 2001), this diﬀerentiated impact of climatic
seasonality on LW over EW production may have signiﬁcant unbalanced consequences on the xylem functioning that need to be assessed. Our results showed that water availability aﬀected the size of
earlywood tracheids but less their numbers, while it strongly aﬀected
the amount of carbon rich latewood cells. Considering that latewood
cells require a large amount of carbon, the current seasonal increase in
summer precipitation is undoubtedly an indication of an increased
carbon sink capacity of Pinus sylvestris in southern Siberia. However,

this positive trend might be newly mitigated if the annual temperature
increment expected in Russia (Anisimov et al., 2008) will be conﬁrmed.

5. Conclusions
The combination of quantitative wood anatomy and tree growth
modeling has proved to be a valuable approach to provide higher-resolved insights of tree-ring intra-annual growth responses. Our assessment of the climatic impact on the diﬀerent intra-ring sector widths via
the VS-model and using the timing of climatic sensitivity obtained from
quantitative wood anatomy provided results well matching the observations. Such approach might thus be applied to assess impacts on
tree-ring properties under diﬀerent climate scenarios.
Speciﬁcally, in this study we could establish that the growth of P.
sylvestris trees from a drought-prone site in Southern Siberia are currently proﬁting from an increased trend of summer precipitations. This
positive eﬀect becomes apparent as a generalized increased tracheid
size (favoring water conduction) and especially as a majored width of
the more carbon-demanding tree-ring sectors (+28.1–48.6% of
6
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Table 4
Cumulative growth rates as obtained from the calibrated VS-model (Table S.2) using the DOYs showing a signiﬁcant (P < 0.05) climate signal (see Fig. 3) and from the measured EW and
LW widths grouped by aridity level (Dry, Medium and Wet). The% increase indicates the increase of cumulated growth of the Wet group relative to the Dry one. DEW = maximum cell
radial diameter in the earlywood; DTW = maximum cell radial diameter in the transition wood; DLW = radial diameter of the latewood cell with maximum radial wall thickness;
Rest = period of the growing season (Fig. 4) which is not covered by the climatic signal of DEW, DTW and DLW.
From the model

Aridity

Dry
Medium
Wet
% increase

From measurements

DEW

DTW

DLW

Rest

EW + TW (μm)

LW (μm)

16.71
15.26
18.13
8.50

14.74
15.76
18.89
28.15

6.79
8.23
10.09
48.60

12.53
13.75
17.59
40.38

949.64
1095.05
1154.02
21.52

220.28
260.16
311.27
41.31

transition and latewood), thus promoting a more mechanically stable
wood structure that ﬁxes a considerably higher amount of atmospheric
carbon. The observed impacts that changes in seasonality had on the
diﬀerent intra-ring sectors are of high relevance considering the primary role (hydraulic and support) these sectors play for the functioning
and survival of trees and their derived forest ecosystem services.
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